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7-SUMMARY 

SPV is a serious infectious skin disease which considered one of the most 

economically important viral diseases that infect sheep. The disease is endemic in 

Egypt and further isolation and characterization of the SPV virus is required to 

provide more reliable methods for detection and control of outbreak of the virus. 

Consequently, the key objective of this work was to study the genetic identity 

between skin field isolates of SPPV and skin field isolates of LSDV from clinically 

suspected diseased sheep and cattle during occurrence of LSDV in Kalubyia 

governorate, Egypt in 2018. And also trials for viral isolation and molecular basis to 

improve novel insights into the biology and aid the development of a new method for 

Capripoxviruses control. 

The applied experiments revealed that: 

1) The prevalence of  serum samples from unvaccinated sheep were examined 

by ELISA for detection of antibodies against Capripoxviruses in Kalubyia 

governorate, Egypt with total percent of positive sera were 30% (30/100) of the total 

examined sheep sera. 

2) The prevalence of  serum samples from unvaccinated cattle were examined 

by ELISA for detection of antibodies against Capripoxviruses in Kalubyia 

governorate, Egypt with total percent of positive sera were 60% (60/100) of the total 

examined cattle sera. 

3) The seroprevalance of SPV antibodies in un vaccinated sheep sera based 

on animal age revealed that the higher percent were detected in 6 months old 36.6% 

(11/30) and 30% (9/30) within 1year old followed by 20% (6/30) in 1 .5-2.5 years old 

age, but lower percent were detected in older stock 3years animal with 13.3% (4/30) 

from total positive samples. 
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4) The seroprevalance of  LSDV  antibodies  in unvaccinated cattle sera based 

on animal age revealed that the higher percent induced in 1 year age 36.6% (22/60)  

and 25% (17/60)  within 6 month old followed by 21.6% (13/60) in 1.5-2.5 1year old 

while low percent obtained in 3 years old age  with 16.6% (10/60) from total positive 

samples. 

5) Trials for viral isolation from suspected skin lesion samples from sheep 

and cattle by three blind passages on CAM of SPF-ECE. The induced characteristic 

lesion on CAM which appeared in the form of congestion and clotting of blood in 

CAM Blood vessels, presence of pock lesion in the form of small, scattered, 

numerous white foci and turbidity of the membrane observed in 40% (10/25) for 

sheep while the observed CAM lesions were induced in 28% (7/25) for cattle from of 

total isolated   skin lesion samples. 

6) Molecular detection of SPV isolate using PCR targeting ORF103 gene 

were induced in 8% (2/25) milk samples of clinically suspected infected and apparent 

healthy sheep and 50%(5/10) for sheep, 42.9%(3/7) for cattle from harvested CAM of 

the nodular samples of sheep and cattle respectively in addition to the sheeppox 

vaccine were positive revealed the presence of specific PCR product at the correct 

expected size (570 bp). 

7) For further confirmation, the extracted genomic DNA products of 6 

selected positive isolated samples of harvested CAM of skin lesion samples of sheep 

and cattle were subjected to conventional PCR for the amplification of the fusion 

protein p32 encoding gene revealed the presence of specific PCR product at the 

correct expected size (390 bp).  

8) The 570-bp-DNA sequenced data of ORF103 amplicons from positive 

milk sample analyzed and showed identity to SPV. Moreover, BLAST program 

analysis showing that sequence alignment of the amplicons attained from 97.1 % 

nucleotide homology of detected Kazakhstan strain Sheeppox virus NISKHI, 

complete genome. In addition to 95-96 % homology to the nucleotide sequence of the 
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detected SPPV isolate in Minufiya governorate in Egypt, Chinese strains (Sheeppox 

virus isolate SPPV-GH, complete genome ; Sheeppox virus isolate SPPV-GL, 

complete genome and Kazakhstan strain (Sheeppox virus A, complete genome ). 

9) The multiple alignment of nucleotide sequences of 5 ORF103 amplicons 

revealed that LSDV isolates were closely identical (94.29 %). whereas our capripox 

virus isolate from sheep were identical (94.7%).  On  comparing with other sequences 

of capripoxviruses ,the field skin isolate  from cattle  and sheep were showed to have 

more than  97-98%  identity at the nucleotide level with Egyptian LSDV isolates 

from neighboring governorates in Egypt ( Lumpy skin disease virus isolate 

LSD/Egy/BeniSuif, Lumpy skin disease virus strain LSD/AHRI/ALWadi 

Elgidid/Egypt/saad/2018  and LSD/EGY/Menufia/2017.Unlike ,the  aligned 

sequences show  lower than  95%  homology to the nucleotide sequence of the 

detected SPV isolate in Minufiya governorate in Egypt and Sheeppox virus strain 

SPPVE1 Menya al-qamh orf103. 

10) Two positive samples for fusion protein P32 coding gene were selected 

and aligned together and then they were aligned with other strains of LSDV, SPV and 

GPV available in the GeneBank. Comparison of the two sequences showed that they 

share 92.33% similarity with each other. On the same pattern of ORF103 gene 

sequence analysis, P32 gene sequence analysis showed skin disease virus isolate P32 

envelop protein P32 gene, partial cds . That our field skin isolates of LSDV from 

cattle was more closely related 96.75 % to LSDV as Lumpy skin disease virus isolate 

LSD/Egy/BeniSuif. While our field skin capripox virus isolate from sheep from 

sheep shares 96% nucleotide identity with Lumpy skin disease virus. 

11) Phylogenetic tree constructed to calculate, examine the relationships of the 

sequence and show the relationship between isolated strains of the study and LSDV, 

SPV strains available in gene bank database. The phylogenetic analysis shows that 

our strains are closely related to LSDV group than to SPV &GPV. 
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